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Amazon Diamond Search (before & after)



interaction. presentation. data.
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data near. interaction rich.data near. interaction rich.
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internet application spectrum
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internet application spectrum. examples.
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flickr

ymail betaymail (classic)

gmailgsuggests

yphotos3

gmaps

writely

backpackit
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yfinance
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internet application spectrum. technologies.
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tim o’reilly’s definition of web 2.0

http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-20.html

Web 1.0 Web 2.0

DoubleClick Google AdSense

Ofoto flickr

akamai bit torrent

mp3.com napster

britannica online wikipedia

personal websites blogging

evite upcoming

domain name speculation search engine optimization

page views cost per click

screen scraping web services

publishing participation

content mgmt systems wikis

directories tagging (folksonomy)

stickiness syndication

single vender mashup

readonly read/write

content mgmt systems curated mgmt systems



the tipping point.

law of the few
 connectors
 mavens
 salesmen
sticky message



sequence of events.

invented and held captive in redmond
dot com bust
innovation under the radar
seeds were sown by the browser wars
firefox rises from the ashes 
google’s gambit
ajax christened
tipping point



ajax trends



shift. to event granularity.

mouseout hover keypress keydown mousedown 
drop filter choices mouseup drag click select focus 

blur resize move timeout

submit hyperlink



trend. directness.

pattern. drag and drop.

pattern. inline editing.

pattern. in-context tools.



shift. to lightweight events.

ok

heavy click-weight

light-weight
actions



trend. light footprint.

pattern. remembered collection.

pattern. rating an object.

pattern. in page action.



shift. to flow within the page

classic flow across pages

1 2 3 4

rich flow within page

1 2 3 4



trend. stay on the page.

pattern. endless scrolling.

pattern. hover details.

pattern. in-context expand. pattern. inline assistant.

pattern. lightweight popup + lightbox

Text



Direct, lightweight, 
in-page interaction.

key trend



shift. to immediacy.
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trend. lively feedback.

pattern. live suggest.

pattern. auto complete.



shift. to deeper interaction.

desktop

hover blur focus click key 

shiftclick doubleclick 
drag dragdrop dragflipdrop 

shiftdoubleclick tripleclick shifttripleclick

hover blur focus click key 

shiftclick doubleclick 
drag dragdrop dragflipdrop 

shiftdoubleclick tripleclick shifttripleclick

web

hover blur focus click 

key shiftclick doubleclick drag dragdrop

hover blur focus click 

key shiftclick doubleclick drag dragdrop



principle. invitational.

pattern. hover invitation.

pattern. tooltip invitation + hover invitation + cursor invitation.

pattern. drop invitation.



shift. to multiple happenings.

page-based transitions

multiple transitions,
single page



trend. cinematic.

pattern. fade transition + self-healing transition.

pattern. slide + animate.

pattern. spotlight.



Invitations beforehand, 
transitions during,

and feedback after interaction

key trend



shift. to rich objects.

page

objects



trend. objects.

pattern. Shareable Object.



The power of sharing
Bloggable, shareable, findable

How to dial-in community
Collections

objects



The power of sharing
Bloggable, shareable, findable

How to dial-in community

Web 2.0 as a platform
Rich objects fit the SOA model
Creates a good separation of concerns
Mashups

Collections

objects



User’s mental model and their 
primary goals

key trend



Direct, lightweight,  in-page interaction.

Invitations beforehand, transitions during, and 
feedback after interaction.

User’s mental model and their primary goals.

key trends



pattern library.   developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns
yahoo! blog.    yuiblog.com
my blog.     looksgoodworkswell.com
this presentation. billwscott.com/share/presentations/strategy/


